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What SUMP is trying to achieve
SUMP - set clear political vision and several 

objectives (e.g. reduce air pollution; improve safety; 
improve quality of life; boost economic growth) 

Engage citizens and city staff in debate and 
change.

Change emphasis in planning from only big 
infrastructure schemes (roads, major public transport) 
to range of schemes (traffic calming, pedestrians, 
mobility management, cycling, low cost bus 
improvements, smaller road schemes)

This presentation on economic arguments for SUMP: 
good reasons to spend money on SUMP development 
and implementation – and what economic benefits to 
expect?
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Presentation objectives/structure

How much will SUMP cost you to do?

Measures that save us travel time, make 
us go faster – what benefits do they 
bring?

What are economic and other benefits of 
single big investments; and lots of small 
investments?

Will SUMP create jobs?

Is SUMP associated with high economic 
growth?
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How much will SUMP cost you to do?

French cities of 100,000 people spend 200,000-400,000€
on the preparation of their SUMP. 

English local authorities (2006) - average costs including 
staff time were around £110,000, up to £500,000 in the 
largest urban regions of 1-3 million people. 

Swedish city of around 100,000 people (2013) spent 
€75,000 (excluding staff time) on its non-statutory SUMP 

Scottish Local Authority of 150,000 people spent 6 months 
of staff time plus £15,000 on a consultant for its also non-
statutory SUMP in 2005

Costs vary quite widely

Reduce with 2nd, 3rd SUMP4
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SUMP measures and their benefits

Many road schemes aim to cut journey times for cars – like this one (same 
junction before and after in Nottingham, England)

5

Key benefit – increased 
speed – so with lots of 
similar schemes, we 
should travel faster
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Has investment in transport 
reduced time spent travelling?

Average travel time (hours per person per year)  - DfT
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Journey times, time spent travelling and 
economic growth

GDP & average journey speeds - source authors’ own analysis of national 
statistics
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Impacts of increased road space, 
Melbourne, Australia

Citylink 22km 
urban motorway 
project opened in 
Melbourne in 
2000

Table shows 
projected and 
actual impacts on 
citywide road 
travel time
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Does more surface transport 
infrastructure help to increase GDP?

High Speed Rail and GDP - EU15, Norway and 

Switzerland, 2009/10

R2 = 0.0547
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Jobs created in building 
new transport infrastructure

From: WIFO (1999) From: Baum (1982)

Type of Investment: Jobs(*): Type of Investment: Jobs(*):

New motorway 3.987

Strategic Roads 5.759

Bypasses 5.980

Major rural roads 7.508

Local Roads 7.679

Railways 10.691

Bridge building 11.199

Traffic calming / 

Cycleways

11.505

Railway tracks 11.505

Public transport 11.735

Public transport 11.752

Railway stations 12.465

Local rural roads 13.174

Inner urban roads 17.362

Traffic calming 17.446

(*) Jobs directly created per billion Euros @ 2000 prices.
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Journey times, time spent 
travelling, transport investment and 
economic growth

Countries travelling fastest, with most motorway 
and high speed rail, are not most wealthy

Evidence that investment in surface transport 
boosts economic growth – weak

Smaller local schemes (traffic calming, local roads, 
cycleways) generate more direct jobs in building 
them per € than big intercity schemes or bypasses

So what benefits are there from SUMP measures?
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Costs and benefits: cheap SUMP 
measure, very high ratio benefits 
to costs, short appraisal period

Parking restrictions!

Buses delayed 5 mins 
per bus 1800-1930 
weekdays, daytime 
Sundays (17 hrs/week) by 
parking up to junction 
stopline here in Edinburgh

24 buses per hour

30 people per bus

Value of time 
€6/hr/passenger 

Investment cost of 
parking restriction €2,000

Benefits €6,120/week

Ratio of benefits to costs 
153 to 1 in first year - €1 
invested gives €153 back
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Benefits from other SUMP schemes

Recent cycling investments in Cambridge 
BCR 35.5:1 (DfT 2014; 30 year appraisal period)

• Health, decongestion, less stressed travel, 
accident reduction, reduced operating costs

Traffic calming – 16kph cut in speeds cuts 
accidents by 50% (TRL, 2007).  Average accident 
cost €75,000.  Typical BCRs 5 to 15:1 in 5 
years.

• Accident savings, quality of life

Mobility management e.g. Workplace travel 
plans BCR 10:1 over 10 year period (Cairns et al 

2008)

• Decongestion, reduced operating costs13
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UK Department for Transport 
major transport schemes 2014 –
benefit cost ratios

14
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Does SUMP have wider 
economic benefits 
linked to quality of 

life?

15
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Economically successful British cities – and SUMP?

Source: Centre for Cities (2015)16

Excellent LTP (SUMP)

28% work trips by bike

Very good LTP (SUMP)

Very good LTP (SUMP)

EU Award for SUMP

Very good LTP (SUMP)

CIVITAS City and Excellent SUMP
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Gent economy

Since SUMP implemented:

• Population decline reversed – people 
moving back into city – 5% population 
increase 1999-2008

• Investment per person 20% above 
regional average

• Growth in new firms 25% above 
regional average 

(source – www.gent.be)
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Conclusion

SUMP works for a range of objectives

Large infrastructure schemes often provide lower 
value for money

Smaller schemes

• Meet range of objectives

• Cost less

• Can be implemented bit by bit

• Lower risk that benefits won’t be realised

Economic development benefits of big schemes –
little empirical evidence

SUMP associated with successful buoyant cities 
with high quality of life
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Thank you for listening

t.rye@napier.ac.uk

www.tri.napier.ac.uk

Thanks also to Aljaz Plevnik, Slovenia, for comments on an 
earlier draft of this presentation 
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